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Overview of the Problem Solving Techniques

This book has been created to assist educators faced with the difficult task of presenting,
explaining, teaching and practising problem solving techniques and skills.
This book provides: a) a brief overview of eight problem solving techniques. Each technique is

accompanied by a worked example that teachers should talk through
with the class to give a full explanation of the sub-skills and thinking
processes through which students may proceed. We realize that there
are many more problem solving techniques than those presented here,
and that problem solving techniques are never used in complete
isolation. However, for the purpose of teaching we have broken the
techniques into separate usable approaches to problem solving.

b) four practice questions with each of the eight techniques. These should
be used as teaching exercises, changing the numbers as required to
consolidate the technique being taught.

c) a nongraded mixture of 100 different problems requiring use of the
problem solving techniques. These can be blackboarded, photocopied
or pasted onto cards. Allow students to work through at their own pace,
omitting problems initially if they feel ill equipped to solve them.
Students can return to those problems later on as their repertoire of
problem solving skills increases.

The ability to solve problems at whatever level of complexity provides the solver with an intrinsic
sense of self-worth. As educators, we should provide as many opportunities as possible to raise
students' self esteem - providing them with these eight techniques to solve problems is a great
commencement point.
Happy problem solving.

Problem Solving
Problem solving should be approached as a challenge to achieve a workable solution.
A good problem solver has the innate or learned ability to internalize problem solving techniques
and sub-skills. When faced with a problem, real or abstract, he or she can then consciously select
the most appropriate skill or skills to solve the problem.
 Some people are said to be “born problem solvers” just as some people are “born athletes”. While
this may be true, our experience has also shown that students can markedly and dramatically
improve their ability in problem solving after they have worked through, applied and practised the
skills presented in this book.
 Of greater concern is that, as educators, we are often indifferent to the variety of processes that
can be used to arrive at the correct solutions. Students come into the educational setting
possessing different sub-skills, different mental processing patterns, even a different perception of
their own ability to solve problems. Students need to be provided with the encouragement to try
different approaches, and the opportunity to fail without censure and retribution. It is only by the
ongoing trial of probable solutions that correct/best answers can be located. Encouraging this
experimental approach is the greatest assistance that can be provided to a student.
Good problem solvers have experienced early success and encouragement, thus reinforcing their
belief in themselves as ‘good problem solvers’. Generating encouragement and reinforcement that
students are good problem solvers can lead to surprising results. After all, “you are what you think
you are”.
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Making a Diagram
Making a diagram is a simple technique that is a good starting point in teaching problem
solving. “Doodling” while you think is useful! Information is continually documented,
which helps to keep track of all discoveries and see patterns which might not be
immediately obvious.
There are two diagrammatic techniques which are especially useful:

a) Scaling - where the precise information can be converted to a scale diagram.
 Solutions can be determined by the size, shape, amount etc. indicated
 by the resultant diagram.

e.g. If this is 3 kilometres, how long is this?

b) Sketching - where the information is arranged visually to produce a pattern and
       a possible solution.

Strategy 1

                                                                                                         = 9 kilometres

Example to work through

In a game of Pacman, there are 15 rows of 10 power points. Calculate the number of
power points Pacman devours as he travels the
following route from the start point: up: 3, right 2,
up 6, right 3, up 4, right 1, down 9, left 6.
Describe how far away Pacman lands from where
he started.

Teaching Strategies
Read all the problem through before commencing.
Do each instruction or step in isolation. Don’t try to predict outcomes too
prematurely.
Be specific as you answer the questions.

Working the Solution
3 + 2 + 6 + 3 + 4 + 1 + 9 + 6 = 34
Ends four power points from the start.
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Strategy 1:  Making a Diagram - Practice Sheets

Practice Problem 1
At sunrise a sand flea began jumping up a 20 metre sandhill. Every hour he was
able to jump up five metres, but then slid back three metres in the loose sand.
How long did it take the sand flea to reach the top?

Answer: ________________ hours

Practice Problem 2
‘Scary’ the superstitious spider only walks along the cracks in between the slabs
on a footpath. If each slab is one metre times one metre, how far would he travel if
he went along two slabs, right one slab, along three slabs, left one slab, along
three slabs, right two slabs and back five slabs?

Answer: _________________ metres

Start
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Example to work through

Billy has 56 marbles in his collection. If he had 14 more catseyes than bullets, how
many of each marble did he have?
Teaching Strategies

Decide what you are trying to find out.
Read the question for clues of where to start, i.e.
a) In this question, the number of catseyes and bullets is ‘given’:

No. catseyes = bullets + 14; No. of bullets = catseyes - 14.
b) There are more catseyes than bullets.
As there are more catseyes than bullets, make the first guess about the number
of catseyes, and make the estimated number higher than half of the marbles:

Half of 56 marbles = 28, therefore catseyes = 30?
catseyes = 30,
bullets = 30 - 14 = 16.

If there were 30 catseyes, the total number of marbles would be 46, 10 less than the
actual total.

Halve the difference between the two totals, and add it to the previous guess:
30 catseyes + 5 = 35.
bullets = 35 -14 = 21.

Total marbles equals 56.
Therefore, the second guess is correct. Billy has 35 catseyes and 21 bullets in his
collection.

Guess and Check
(Two Variables)

As the title suggests, this strategy arrives at a verifiable solution by hypothesizing possible
answers, checking back to see which fits the problem, and modifying answers from the
results of previous checks. In this strategy the teacher’s role is to guide students towards:

a) a probable or likely starting point;
b) working in the right direction with large enough gains to quickly solve the problem.

I.e.The guessing game: I'm thinking of a number between 1 and 1000.
Can you guess it in 10 tries?

The most successful students achieve this by eliminating as many numbers as
possible with each guess, e.g. 500 lower, 250 higher.

Strategy 2
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Strategy 2: Guess and Check - Practice Sheets
(Two Variables)

Practice Problem 1
A farmer has 62 sheep and cows in total. If he has eight more cows than sheep, how
many of each does he have?

Answer: sheep__________________ cows__________________

Practice Problem 2
A baker bakes 36 doughnuts and tarts each day. If he makes six more doughnuts than
tarts, how many of each does he bake?

Answer: doughnuts__________________ tarts__________________

Practice Problem 3
A stamp collector collects French and English postage stamps.  She had 212 stamps
in her collection, with 62 more French than English. How many of each did she have?

Answer: French _________________ English _________________

Practice Problem 4
In a school of 568 students, there were 26 more girls than boys. How many boys were

there?

Answer:_________________ boys
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100 Problems to Solve
The problem solving activities on the following pages are designed to

provide consolidation of the techniques that students have
encountered as they have worked through the preceding pages.

The 100 problems contained in this section can be photocopied and
pasted on to card to allow students to be working on different problems

during the mathematics lesson.
The problems are non-graded and non-sequential, and many are a

combination of two or more problem solving techniques.
The Personal Record Chart on Page 4 should be made available so

that students can plot their progress and achievement as they
complete the activities in this book.

Newtown Station

Home Station
Oldtown Station

Boystown Station
Sometown Station

Office Station

My-town Station

Problem 1
Taken for a Ride

The inner city trains are very efficient, and can travel everywhere. However, your
ticket only allows a maximum of six stations, including pick-up and stop-off. Using the
map below, find eight different routes which you could take from Home Station to
Office Station.

Answer:_________________

2

3
4

5

6
7

1
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Problem 2
Bumper Ride

Four friends visited the ‘Lot-o-Fun’ Park. They decided to ride in the jumbo
hovercrafts. Bert always drives while Tim sits next to Bev, who sits behind the driver.
Jenny sits in the remaining seat.
Draw where they would all sit.

Problem 3
Snack Time

After school, Janet, Jane, Joan and Jenny raided Jane’s parents’ fridge for snacks.
They only found milk, orange juice, a banana and bread, and each chose one thing.

Jane never chooses liquid.
Janet loves anything yellow.
Jenny is allergic to dairy products.

Who had what?

Jane _________________

Janet _________________

Joan _________________

Jenny _________________

Problem 4
Swimming Solution

At the school swimming carnival, Mike Missdit was confused about what order the four
teams, Blue, Green, Gold and Red, finished up in. He knows that either Red or Green
came first. Knowing this, how many different combinations of the final points order
could there be?

Answer: _________________ combinations
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